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Synthesis 
Hindi and Urdu are mutually comprehensible languages written in mutually incomprehensible 
scripts and spoken by more than 600 million people in India and Pakistan. Over the time, with the 
influence of Persian in Urdu and Sanskrit in Hindi, the vocabularies of the two languages have also 
become different though they still share more than 70% of common words. The grammar of the two 
languages is still same. This project is a culmination of twelve years of academic research and 
literacy development both in the UK and the development of languages in Pakistan and India.   
 
The aim of the partnership is to facilitate electronic and written communication between people 
living in India and Pakistan through the development of a bi-directional web based Hindi-Urdu 
Language Transliteration/Translation Tool. The target groups will be Media organizations (such as 
magazines/newspapers), literary and literacy promotional organizations, writers and NGOs involved 
in dissemination activities amongst the urban and rural poor, virtual Hindi-Urdu speaking 
communities, schools, and colleges. This project will develop a complete machine translation and 
transliteration system between Hindi and Urdu languages as facilitate the use of these technologies 
on the web, thus enhancing networking between India and Pakistan. 
 
The option of a transliteration component is to enable the well developed poetic verse in the Urdu 
language to be made available to the Hindi literate public. The translation tool will enable the Hindi 
and Urdu literate people to convert the Urdu websites to Hindi and reverse, enabling them to read 
them in their languages. This will facilitate electronic and written communication between people 
living in India and Pakistan through the development of a bi-directional web based Urdu-Hindi 
Language transliteration and translation Tool. 
 
The main modules to be developed are: 

• Urdu-Hindi electronic Dictionary 
• Transliteration/Translation rules and mapping tables 
• Parallel Hindi/Urdu Corpus 
• Tool to convert any Unicode based Hindi website to Urdu and reverse 

Research Problem 
 
The problem of communication between Hindi and Urdu languages has long been a social barrier 
between the Muslim populations of India and the majority Hindi public. In addition it is one of the 
main barriers to people to people contact between India and Pakistan. This project will address this 
problem through the development of a web based transliteration/ translation system.  
 
In the previous interim progress report we have mentioned that our progress was not up to the 
mark because of delay in the appointments of lexical data entry personal due to election code. 
After the completion of election code we have appointed two lexical data entry operators and two 
more were appointed later on.  
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The details are as follows:  
 

Name Designation Date of joining 

(dd/mm/yyyy) 

Abid Ali Khan Lexical data entry operator 12/08/2009 

Mohammad Safiq Thind Lexical data entry operator 12/08/2009 

Mohammad Sadiq Lexical data entry operator 19/11/2009 

Geeta Rani Lexical data entry operator 19/11/2009 

 
 
We have extended our existing Urdu-Hindi transliteration system to incorporate translation of Urdu 
text to Hindi by incorporating Urdu-Hindi Dictionary with this system (See Appendix-4). These 
enhancements with the web interface for transliteration/translation of Urdu Unicode text to Hindi 
Unicode text and transliteration/translation of complete Urdu web page including links to Hindi have 
also been completed (See Appendix-5,6). 
 
During the project extension period (Feb-June 2010) we have developed the following: 

• Reverse Hindi-Urdu system 
• Generation of parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
• Lexical tools including Urdu-Hindi and Hindi-Urdu terms 

 

Research Findings 
 

One of the main challenges in this research process has been the lack of commensurate 
grammatical exchange with Urdu and Hindi, there has therefore been a process of linguistic 
learning which has had to be translated into computer programming to make the software effective. 
This has proved a longer and more time intensive process than anticipated, but the team has been 
successful in resolving the majority of the issues. These are outlined in section A and B below

 
A. Challenges in Urdu-Hindi Transliteration and Translation:  

 
Ten main areas were identified which needed to be resolved for the development of an 
effective transliteration/ translation tool, these were:  

 
1. Ambiguity at character level 
2. Missing diacritic symbols in Urdu 
3. Transliteration Ambiguity at word level 
4. Broken words 
5. Merged words 
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6. Compound words in Urdu 
7. Foreign Words or Complex Spellings 
8. Handling Inflections 
9. Word Sense Ambiguity at Translation level 
10. Name Entity Recognition 

 
1. Ambiguity at character level: 
There are two main challenges in this context, firstly that Hindi has half characters, that 
represent particular sounds, though these exist in Urdu, there are no characters 
corresponding to them. Consequently one Urdu character corresponds to multiple Hindi 
characters, as shown below: 
 

 ू◌ु,◌,व,◌ो,◌ौ و
 ै◌ ,े◌ ,य,◌ी ی
 ह,◌ा ه
 ँ◌ं,◌,न,ण ن

 
2. Missing Diacritic marks in Urdu: 
In writing Urdu, users commonly skip the short vowels and diacritic marks. This 
complicates the transliteration process, as the missing diacritic marks have to be added for 
correct transliteration. 
 
For example, following Urdu words are commonly written without diacritic marks  
 

without diacritic Hindi with diacritic Hindi 
ِاس अस  اس   इस 
ايدن   दनया ِدن ايُ  दिनयाु  
 िजन ِجن जन  جن

 
3. Transliteration Ambiguity at word level: 
One Urdu word maps to multiple Hindi words 
 

ںيم  में / मैं  
  दौर / दरू دور
ليم  मेल / मील / मलै 

बचे / ब بچے चे  
  इस / उस اس
 िगन / गन / गणु گن
نيحس  हसीन / हसनैु   
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ايک  िकया / क्या  
  िसक्ख / सखु سکھ
 शो / िशव / शव شو
हआु ہوا  / हवा  

4. Broken words: 
There are many Urdu words broken into two or more equivalent Hindi words due to the 
presence of space in the words. 
 

 हों गे ہوں گے

ںيپہنچ گے  पहंचेु  गे 

 कर ने کر نے

 हो ता ہو تا
 पड़े गा پڑے گا

5. Merged words: 
Many Urdu words are frequently joined together, due to missing spaces and the 
influence of Persian on the language; therefore, one Urdu word maps to multiple Hindi 
words but will be transliterated to one nonsensical word. Some examples: 
 
Urdu Word Transliterated Actual Transliteration should be 

کردياہےانکار  अनकारकरदयाहे इन्कार कर िदया है  
   थाजवानहीं था जो उन्हें تھاجوانھيں
दनयातसवीर दिनयाु دنياتصوير  तःवीर    
    मधोवरमा मधु वमार् مدھوورما
  बढ़तारहाओरोह बढ़ता रहा और वो بڑھتارہااوروه
  अहमदफ़राज़कवाएसे अहमद फराज़ को ऐसे احمدفرازکوايسے
    ओरानगलीनड और इंगलैंड اورانگلينڈ
   अननगज़काअसकोर इिनंगज़ का ःकोर اننگزکااسکور
   बदसतोरपहलेनमबर बदःतूर पहले नंबर بدستورپہلےنمبر
 लोडकयाजासकताहे लोड िकया जा सकता है لوڈکياجاسکتاہے
   रीलीज़कीलए रीलीज़ के िलए ريليزکيلئے
  अनकारकरदयाहे इन्कार कर िदया है انکارکردياہے
لزمگرفتارم  गरफ़तारमलज़म िगरझतार मिुल्ज़म    

 कामज़हरक़रारदयाहे का मज़हर क़रार िदया है کامظہرقراردياہے
  कोबगाड़दयाहे को िबगाड़ िदया है کوبگاڑدياہے
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करफ़ीवाठालया कफर् کرفيواٹھاليا यू उठा िलया   
    होसकेगी हो सकेगी ہوسکےگی
   चारसीरीज़का चार सीरीज़ का چارسيريزکا
 
6. Compound words in Urdu: 
Due to the influence of Persian on Urdu, compound words are often created and joined 
by "Izaafat". There are three types of Izaafat. Zer ِ   is added after the first word and 
then the other word is written.  
 
Example: ِدرد دل   
If the last character of the first word is "he" or "choti ye", then Hamza is added after the 
first word.  
 
Example: ٔنغمہ آب، گرمی عشق ٔ  
There are many combinations of Urdu words written as a multi-word expression in 
Hindi. For example: 
 

  (दौरान-ए-सफ़र)    دوران سفر
خت جگرل       (लख़त-ए-िजगर)  

  (वज़ीर-ए-ख़ारजा)    وزير خارجہ
  (नक्श-ए-क़दम)  نقش قدم  
अक़वाम-ए-मु)    اقوام متحده हदा)  

  (जोश-ओ-ख़रोश)   خروش وجوش
 (अमन-ओ-अमान)  امن وامان

 
7. Foreign Words or Complex Spellings: 
Many Urdu words come from a foreign language particularly English and are 
frequently used. To handle this issue a separate Urdu-Hindi spelling dictionary was 
developed. The dictionary has 16,384 enteries including words from English and most 
frequently used Urdu words for direct transliteration.  
Some example words: 
 

Urdu Hindi 
 ःकूल اسکول

ويڈوٹاس  ःटडीयोू  
ٹمنٹسيانو  इनवैसटमैंट 

 
8. Handling Inflections: 
Even though a dictionary can handle the main form of the word, the inflected form, 
such as a plural will get wrongly transliterated.  
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Example: 

رجزيم  is wrongly transliterated to  मीरजज़, though the root word رجيم  is correctly 

transliterated to मिैरज 

ٹروںيڈکٹ  is wrongly transliterated to डकटीटरों, though the root word ٹريڈکٹ  is correctly 

transliterated to िडक्टेटर  
 
Handling Inflections is a challenging task. We have to consider morphological 
information of the orthographic word to perform its correct transliteration. In the 
existing system this decision is based on statistical language models of Urdu and Hindi, 
as well as Urdu/English/Hindi Morphological rules are formulated for this task. It could 
happen that the orthographic word could be an inflection, whose root form maybe 
present in the Urdu word list. Even though the Urdu word list contains inflected forms, 
but for many words all the inflections may not be present. This problem is more 
pronounced for English terms, which have become part of Urdu language. For such 
words, the inflections could follow both rules of English and Urdu. For example plural 
of يونيورسٹی (university) could be both universitiyon ںويٹورسيوني  as well as universities 
 The first form follows the Urdu infection rules while the second form follows .يونيورسٹيز
the English inflection rules. Similarly we found both the Urdu and English inflections 
for the English word secretary in Urdu  text ( ٹريوںيسيکر  and ريزٹيسيکر ) . Thus if the 
orthographic word is not found in the Urdu word list, we use both Urdu and English 
morphological rules to generate its root form and search for the root form in the Urdu 
word list.  
  

Urdu 
Word 

Wrong 
Transliteration

Root 
Word 

Root Word 
Transliteration

Correct 
Transliteration 

وںيورسٹيوني यवनीवरसटीयों یورسٹيوني यूनीविसर्टी यूनीविसर्टीयों 
زيورسٹيوني  यवनीवरसटीज़ یورسٹيوني यूनीविसर्टी यूनीविसर्टीज़ 

وںيٹريکرسي  सीकरटरीयों یٹريکرسي सबैटरी सबैटरीयों 
زيٹريکريس  सीकरटरीज़ یٹريکرسي सबैटरी सबैटरीज़ 

 
9. Word Sense Ambiguity at Translation level: 
The problem to be solved is that many Urdu/Hindi words have several meanings or 
senses. For such words given out of context, there is thus ambiguity about how they are 
to be interpreted. The task of disambiguation is to determine which of the meanings or 
senses of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word. 
 
This type of ambiguity has been resolved by implementing n-gram statistical language 
models of Urdu and Hindi. Currently we have implemented bi-gram and tri-gram 
language modes for Urdu-Hindi Transliteration. To implement bi-gram and tri-gram 
language modes we have performed statistical analysis of Urdu and Hindi corpus.  
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Example: 
 सुू ीम कोटर् में उन्नीस ( سيان :अनीस / उन्नीस / सखा / िमऽ) नवबंर के बाद.... 
 
जहां (جہاں: जहां / ससंार / िव ) डाक्टरों ने उन की िःथित ख़तरे से बाहर....  
 
10. Name Entity Recognition (NER): 
The Named entity recognition is a task of information extraction that seeks to locate 
and classify atomic elements in text into predefined categories such as the names of 
persons, organizations, locations, expressions of times, quantities etc. This information 
is needed to decide if the word has to be transliterated or translated. 
 
During the Current implementation of the n-gram language model, Name Entities has 
been identified at the bi-gram and tri-gram level during the various processing stages of 
Urdu-Hindi Transliteration system. For example the name بھٹوريبے نظ  has been 
identified during tri-gram analysis and transliterated to बेनज़ीर भु टो. Similarly  نواز

فيشر  has been transliterated to नवाज़ शरीफ़ after identified by the bi-gram analysis. 
 
Example of Urdu Names: 
 

Urdu Name Name Entity Correct Hindi 
Translation 

بھٹو رينظ بے  बे ےب  

( رينظ :नज़ीर / उदाहरण / िमसाल) 
भु टो وھٹب  

बेनज़ीर भु टो 

  نوازनवाज़  فيشر نواز

فيشر :शरीफ़ / स जन / िश  

नवाज़ शरीफ़ 

 
B. Challenges in Reverse Hindi-Urdu Transliteration and Translation 
 
Though there are not as many challenged in the reverse Hindi-Urdu transliteration/ 
translation process, nonetheless we identified four areas of concern.  
 
1. Multiple Mappings: There are certain Hindi characters which are mapped to 

multiple Urdu characters like ह,स,क,त and ज़ 
2. No exact equivalent mappings in Hindi for some Urdu characters: There are 

certain Urdu characters such as ع (ain) and ء (hamza) for which there no exact 
equivalent Hindi characters. Though hamza can be generated using character 
combination rules, but there are no specific rules for ain. As for example, consider 
the following cases: 

औरत -> عورت  

शु ُشروع <-  ُ   
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रफ़ी -> عيرف   

अलिवदा -> ِالوداع    
 
3. Difference between pronunciation and orthography: In certain cases, the Hindi 

words are written with short vowels, while they are pronounced with long vowels. 
The equivalent words in Urdu are also written with long vowels and so the rule 
based mapping system which converts those short vowels in Hindi Urdu give wrong 
results in such cases. Some examples of such words are गु , िबमार and ख़ुराक. 
They are pronounced as गू , बीमार, ख़ूराक but written with short vowels, while 
the corresponding words in Urdu are written with long vowels as خوراک ،ماريب ،گورو  
respectively. 

4. Transliteration of proper nouns: The transliteration of Urdu proper nouns such as 
names of persons and places from Hindi to Urdu poses another challenge. Many 
times the spellings of such words in Urdu are typical and it is not possible to 
formulate transliteration rules for generation of such spellings. As for example 
consider the Hindi words अबदल्लाु  बुशरा रहमान and हैदराबाद which are written in 
Urdu are درآباديح ٰرحمن ٰیُبشر عبدهللا  but which will yield wrong results if 
transliterated using the usual rule based mapping system. 
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Project Design and Implementation 
 

Month Beginning of Activity Proposal Output Report 

Month 1 
(March 
2009) 

System analysis and design  
Study of Urdu and Hindi 
languages and vocabulary 
from translation point of view. 

Refresher workshop 
for Urdu and Hindi 
languages 

A one day workshop was organized in March, which 
included the staff team as well as Language experts 
from Punjabi University, Patiala: 

1. Dr. Anwar Chiragh lecturer, 
Dept of Punjabi Lexicography, 
Punjabi University, Patiala 

2. Mr. Nadeem Ahmed Lecturer  
NRLC Patiala. 
 

The linguistic problems associate dwith transliteration 
and translation were discussed and reviewed. 
Discussed the sources for Urdu and Hindi vocabulary 
Language text and structure analysis of both Urdu 
and Hindi languages performed.  
System Design completed. 

Month 2 
(April 
2009) 

Development of mapping 
tables and transliteration rules 
for transliteration of Hindi to 
Urdu. 
Selection of 25,000 most 
frequently used Hindi-Urdu 
terms. 
Design of Lexical entry 
interface and lexical entry of 
these terms. 

Data entry of 10,000 
Hindi-Urdu terms 

Data entry of 5,000 Hindi-Urdu terms Completed. 
 
Conversion of existing 'C' language Urdu-Hindi 
engine to Dot Net Service Started. 

Month 3 
(May 2009) 

Development and 
implementation of mapping 
tables and transliteration rules 
for transliteration of Hindi to 
Urdu. 
Development of parallel Hindi-
Urdu corpus. 

Data entry of 25,000 
Hindi-Urdu terms. 
Half million word 
parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
 

Data entry of 10,000 Urdu-Hindi terms Completed. 
Development of parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus started. 
The reason for slow progress of data entry was that 
no Project Staff for Data entry could be appointed 
because of election code. 
Conversion of existing 'C' language Urdu-Hindi 
engine to Dot Net Service Completed. 
Website address http://uh.learnpunjabi.org 

Month 4 
(June 2009) 

Integration of Hindi-Urdu 
dictionary with the rule based 
Transliteration software. 
 
Continue work on 
Development of parallel Hindi-
Urdu corpus. 

Hindi-Urdu 
Transliteration 
Software  
 
One million word 
parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 

Rule based Hindi-Urdu Transliteration engine 
created. 
0.1 million word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 
Slow progress in data entry due to no Project Staff for 
Data entry appointed. 

Month 5 
(July 2009) 

Analyse the Hindi and Urdu 
corpus (Developed in the 
Urdu-Hindi Transliteration 
Project) to determine the Hindi 
and Urdu words that need to 
be translated. 
Create electronic Hindi-Urdu 
dictionaries for such words.  

Development of two 
million word parallel 
Hindi-Urdu corpus. 
Electronic Hindi-Urdu 
dictionary for 
translation from Hindi 
to Urdu 

Analyse the Hindi and Urdu corpus Completed 
0.2 million word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 
Electronic Urdu-Hindi dictionary development has 
been hindered due to lack of full time Project Staff.  
All the coding and system development work till now 
has been done by the Project coordinator and co-
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coordinator and some research students. 

 
Month Beginning of Activity Proposal Output Report 

Month 6 
(Aug 2009) 

Create electronic Urdu-Hindi 
dictionary of Urdu words not 
found in Hindi vocabulary. 
Continue work on parallel 
corpus development. 
Develop routines for sentence 
level alignment of parallel 
corpus. 

Three million word 
parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
Sentence Aligned 
parallel corpus. 
Electronic Urdu-Hindi 
dictionary for 
translation from Urdu 
to Hindi. 

Appointed first two lexical Data entry operator 
12/08/2009. 
Development of Rule based reverse Transliteration 
engine started. 
Electronic Urdu-Hindi (EUH) dictionary for translation 
from Urdu to Hindi started. 

Month 7 
(Sep 2009) 

Continue work on parallel 
corpus development. 
Develop translation rules for  
 

Sentence Aligned five 
million word parallel 
Hindi-Urdu corpus. 

0.4 million word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 
Rule based Reverse Transliteration engine created. 
5,000 entries of EUH dictionary created. 

Month 8 
(Oct 2009) 

Develop rules and modules for 
translation of Urdu text to 
Hindi using the parallel corpus 
and Urdu-Hindi dictionary. 

Urdu-Hindi Translation 
System 

0.6 million word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
completed. 
10,000 entries of EUH dictionary created. 

Month 9 
(Nov 2009) 

Test the Urdu-Hindi 
Translation system on 
carefully selected text. 
 

Validation and 
removing of bugs in 
the Urdu-Hindi 
translation system. 

Appointed two lexical Data entry operator 
19/11/2009. 
Integration of EUH with existing system is completed. 
0.8 million word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 

Month 10 
(Dec 2009) 

Develop rules and modules for 
translation of Hindi text to 
Hindi using the parallel corpus 
and Hindi-Urdu dictionary. 

Hindi-Urdu Translation 
System 

1.1 million Word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 
Enhanced the Web service to incorporate EUH. In the 
output text the user can see the meanings of the 
complex Urdu words (blue in colour) as a ToolTip 
message after pointing mouse on the word text. See 
Appendix-4 

Month 11 
(Jan 2010) 

Testing of Hindi-Urdu 
Translation System on 
carefully selected text. 

Validation and 
removing of bugs in 
the Hindi-Urdu 
translation system. 

1.5 million Word parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus 
Completed. 
Testing of rule based Hindi-Urdu Translation System. 
Integration of EUH with reverse system is going on. 

Months 12 
(Feb 2010) 

Develop the user interface for 
text entry of Urdu and Hindi 
text for online transliteration 
and translation. 
Develop the routines to 
convert complete Hindi 
website to Urdu and reverse.  
Installation,  User testing and 
field testing of final version 

Final version of the 
software ready. 

To successfully implement this project we need 
Project extension period. 
Please refer to Section "Project Extension Time 
Line" 
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Project Extension Time Line 
 

Month Activity Proposal Output Report 

Feb 2010 Building Lexical Resources 
Parallel Hindi-Urdu corpus. 
Most frequently used Hindi-Urdu terms. 
EUH Dictionary 
Developing algorithms to handle Word 
Segmentation issues for Hindi-Urdu 
transliteration 

Data entry of 25,000 Hindi-Urdu 
terms 
Data entry of 20,000 entries of 
EUH 
 

Completed 

Mar 2010 Develop routines for multiple mapping 
Hindi words in Urdu using n-gram and 
parallel corpus  

2.5 Million word Parallel Hindi 
Urdu Corpus 
Data entry of 30,000 entries of 
EUH 

Completed 

Apr 2010 Building Lexical Resources 
Development of complete Hindi-Urdu 
transliteration/ translation system. 

3.0 word parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
Beta version of Hindi-Urdu 
Transliteration/Translation 
System 

Completed 

May 2010 Creation of Sentence Aligned word 
parallel Hindi-Urdu corpus. 
Development of Hindi-Urdu 
Transliteration/Translation system as 
web service. 

4 million Sentence Aligned 
word parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
Beta version of Hindi-Urdu 
Transliteration/Translation 
system as web service 

Completed 

Jun 2010 Further Development of Sentence 
Aligned word parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
Enhancing and testing Hindi-Urdu 
Transliteration/Translation system as 
web service.  
Validation and removing of bugs in the 
Final Hindi-Urdu and Urdu-Hindi 
translation system. 

5 million Sentence Aligned 
word parallel Hindi-Urdu 
corpus. 
 
Final version of the software 
ready. 

6.5 million Sentence Aligned 
word parallel Hindi-Urdu corpus 
completed See Appendix-7 
 
Final version of the software ready. 
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Fulfilment of Objectives  
 
The overall objective of our project was to facilitate communication between Urdu and 
Hindi via a web interface; we have achieved this and have produced the best 
transliteration system for Urdu text that is available. Along with transliteration, we 
have incorporated an Urdu-Hindi Dictionary, which conveys the simpler meanings of 
Urdu vocabulary. The interface is designed in a tooltip way, such that the user can see 
the meaning of Urdu words by placing the mouse cursor over the relevant word. In this 
way the output is easier to use and an additional value is that the vocabulary of the 
user will increase by this approach and the user will learn more and more from the 
system.  
 
Initially we attempted to develop an option for translating Urdu text into Hindi but 
realized that: 
 

Firstly, to perfectly implement this task we need much more time because, as 
already mentioned in interim reports, we faced shortage of full time staff and 
were not able therefore to fully explore the translation aspects. 
  
Secondly, after looking at the output of the existing translation system 
"Sampark" at IIIT--which took three years to implement to its current stage 
(http://sampark.iiit.ac.in)--we observed that the translated text is a mixture of 
Urdu-Hindi vocabularies. This makes it difficult to understand and the output 
gives the appearance of another language. Therefore the transliteration system 
we offer is better than the translation systems on offer.  

 
During a comparison of our system with "Sampark" by taking a sample page from BBC 
Urdu website, it is observed that our system has a perfect transliteration at accuracy of 
more that 98% where as the transliteration accuracy of Sampark is just 64%. After 
looking at the system comparison table below it is clear that output of our system is 
more understandable and with the help of tooltip meanings it provides full sense to the 
reader. Therefore, we are satisfied with the output of our system and still working more 
to improve it. 
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System Comparison - Input Text 
Urdu Text 

Source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/urdu/world/2010/07/100706_us_israel_talks_peace.shtml 

                                     

              ۔ٓ     ٓ     

                                 

۔       ٓ           

                                 

      ۔                  ٓ   

               π         ’         

۔         ٓ                         

                         ۔  ٓ          ِ

۔                           

                                     

            ِ              ۔              

                                   

۔             

                   ’          ‘ ’       ۔‘ 

            ٓ                       ء   

۔                 

   ِ                                       

۔                     
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System Comparison- Output of Sampark 
System-A 

Source: http://sampark.iiit.ac.in/sampark/src/phpscript/translate_text.php 
Red: Wrong; Blue: Translation 

ःमिृत रहे िक फ़लस ीन ने असराईल का साथ मज़ाकरात उस समय रोक िदया जब 

असराईल ने सना दो हज़ार आठ का अंितमभाग मैं ग़ज़ा मैं फ़ौजी काररवाई का आरम्भ 

िकया था ।  
चािलत वषर् माचर् मैं होने वाले बालवास ा मज़ाकरात उस समय मलतोई करदीए गए जब 

असराईल ने पूव  ईरोशलम मैं सोल सौ ईहोदी आबादकारी का मनज़ोरी दी ।  
दसरीू  पक्ष फ़लस ीन का अमगामी साइब अराकत ने बराआ सीधा मज़ाकरात के वाले से 

कहा है िक असराईल को शािन्त और ईहोदी आबादकारी मैं से िकसी एक को चनुना हो गा ।  
अमरीकी संदेशा रसाँ संःथान ए पी से बात करतीं होएं अराकत ने कहा कथन बराआ सीधा 
मज़ाकरात शरोअ करना चाहते हें लीकन समःया ये है िक फ़लस ीनी भूिम को ईहोदी 
आबादकारी ग़ ब कर रहा है ।  
पऽ नगाड़ों का कहना है िक दोनों देश का रहनमा?◌ँ मैं गरमजोशी दीखने को आई । 
और अमरीकी ख़ातोिन ूथम मशील अओबामा ने असराईली ओज़ीर महान का प ी सारा 
को चाए पर मदअओ िकया ।  
असराईली ग़ीर सरकारी संःथा का कहना है िक असराईल अिभन्यःत उपाय से वैि क और 
रा ीय क़वानीन का िवरु  ओरज़ी और से सिर नौ पिरभाषा करती है तािक फ़लस ीनीओं 
का ःवपक्षीय भूिम पर आिधपत्य कर सके ।  
एक ओर जहाँ दोनों देश का सरबराहान दोनों देश के मेलजोल मज़बूत होने का कह रहे था 
उस समय ओहाइट भवन का सामने असराईली के िवरु  मज़ाहरे हो रहे था ।  
मज़ाहरीन ने बीनर उठा रखे था िजन पर पंजीकृत था था को मज़ीद सहायता नहीं दो और 
और का म ा ा समा  करे ।  
दरें असना! असराईल का एक ग़ीर सरकारी संःथा का कहना है िक ईहोदी आबादकारीओं ने 

पा ात्य प टी का चालीस फ़ी द से अिधक भूिम पर आिधपत्य कर िलया है ।  
उस संःथा का कहना है िक असराईल अिभन्यःत उपाय से वैि क और रा ीय क़वानीन का 
िवरु  ओरज़ी और से सिर नौ पिरभाषा करती है तािक फ़लस ीनीओं का ःवपक्षीय भूिम पर 
आिधपत्य कर सके । 
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System Comparison- Output of Our System 
System-B 

Source: http://uh.learnpunjabi.org/default.aspx 
Red: Wrong; Blue: Dictionary ToolTip 

याद रहे िक फ़िलनतीन ने इसराईल के साथ मुज़ाकरात उस वईत रोक िदए जब इसराईल 

ने सन ्दो हज़ार आठ के अवािख़र में ग़ज़ा में फ़ौजी कारर्वाई का आग़ाज़ िकया था। 
रवां साल माचर् में होने वाले िबलवासता मुज़ाकरात उस वईत मुल्तवी कर िदए गए जब 

इसराईल ने मशिरक़ी य शलम में िसवल सौ यहदीू  आबादकारी की मंज़ूरी दी। 
दसरीू  जािनब फ़िलनतीन के रहनमुा साइब इराक़त ने बराह-ए-राःत मुज़ाकरात के हवाले 

से कहा है िक इसराईल को अमन और यहदीू  आबादकारी में से िकसी एक को चुनना 
होगा। 
अमरीकी ख़बर रसां इदारे ए पी से बात करते हएु  इराक़त ने कहा हम बराह-ए-राःत 

मुज़ाकरात शु  करना चाहते हैं लेिकन मसला ये है िक फ़लःतीनी ज़मीन को यहदीू  

आबादकारी ग़सब कर रही है। 
नामा िनगारों का कहना है िक दोनों ममािलक के रहनमुाओं में गमर्जोशी देखने को आई। 
और अमरीकी ख़ातून-ए-अ वल मशील ओबामा ने इसराईली वज़ीर-ए-आज़म की अि या 
सारा को चाय पर मदऊ िकया। 
इसराईली ग़ैर सरकारी तंज़ीम का कहना है िक इसराईल मुनएज़म तरीक़े से आलमी और 
क़ौमी क़वानीन की िख़लाफ़वरज़ी और अज़ सर-ए-नौ तशरीह करता है तािक 

फ़लसतीनीयों की ज़ाती ज़मीन पर क़ ज़ा कर सके।एक तरफ़ जहां दोनों ममािलक के 

सरबराहान दोनों ममािलक के रवािबत मज़बूत होने का कह रहे थे उस वईत हाइट 

हाऊस के सामने इसराईली के िख़लाफ़ मुज़ािहरे हो रहे थे। 
मुज़ािहरीन ने बैनर उठा रखे थे िजन पर दजर् था इसराईल को मज़ीद इमदाद ना दो और 
ग़ज़ा का मुहासा ख़त्म करो। 
दरीं असना इसराईल की एक ग़ैर सरकारी तंज़ीम का कहना है िक यहदीू  आबादकारीयों ने 

मग़िरबी प टी की चालीस फ़ीसद 

 से ज़ाइद ज़मीन पर क़ ज़ा कर िलया है। 
इस तंज़ीम का कहना है िक इसराईल मुनएज़म तरीक़े से आलमी और क़ौमी क़वानीन 

की िख़लाफ़वरज़ी और अज़ सर-ए-नौ तशरीह करता है तािक फ़लसतीनीयों की ज़ाती 
ज़मीन पर क़ ज़ा कर सके। 
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Therefore in terms of the original objectives in our grant proposal, we have 
implemented the following: 
 

O1 Conversion of Hindi text to Urdu 
and reverse script with the click of a 
mouse 

Completed! Available at 
http://uh.learnpunjabi.org 

O2 Transliteration accuracy to be more 
than 95% at word level. 

Transliteration accuracy more than 
95% achieved. 

 
As part of this process the following tools were developed: 
 

T1 Development of Hindi-Urdu and 
Urdu-Hindi electronic Transliteration 
Dictionaries 

Completed 

T2 Development of mapping tables and 
rules for transliteration/translation 
from Hindi to Urdu and reverse. 

Completed 

T3 Development of sentence aligned 
parallel Hindi-Urdu corpus. 

Completed 

T4 Development of module for 
converting any Hindi website to Urdu 
and reverse 

Completed 
[Note]: This module is presently not 
linked with present web site 
because to perform well this 
application needs Dedicated 
Servers resources. We are in 
process to shift from Shared Web 
space to dedicated server. 

 

Project Outputs and Dissemination 
 
The final outputs from the project are: 
      - Web Application  

a. Online Transliteration/Translation of Urdu Text to Hindi with meaning as 
tooltip. (See Figure: 1, Appendix-4) 

b. Online Transliteration of Hindi Text to Urdu with the click of mouse. 
(See Figure: 2) 

c. Complete Urdu Web Page Transliteration/translation with meaning as 
tooltip. (See Appendix-5) 

d. Complete Hindi Web Page Transliteration with the click of mouse. (See 
Appendix-6) 

 
- 6.5 million word Sentence aligned parallel Urdu-Hindi corpus (See Appendix-7) 
 
- Reverse Transliteration tables 
- Dictionaries 
 

SN Description Terms 
1 Urdu-Hindi Transliteration Terms 45,476 
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2 Hindi-Urdu Transliteration Terms 30186 
3 EUH Dictionary 36,304 

 
Figure: 1 

Web User Interface for Urdu-Hindi Transliteration/Translation 
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Figure: 2 

Web User Interface for Hindi-Urdu Transliteration 
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International Publications: 
 
One International paper has been published and another has been accepted for 
publication in the International workshop on the basis of this research activity. In 
addition to this our system demonstration has been accepted for presentation in an 
IEEE International Conference. The details of the publications are as follows: 
 
1. G. S. Lehal, “A Two Stage Word Segmentation System For Handling Space 

Insertion Problem In Urdu Script”, Proceedings of World Academy of Science, 
Engineering and Technology, Bangkok, Thailand, Vol. 60, pp 321-324. (2009). 
(See Appendix-1) 

 
2. G. S. Lehal, “A Word Segmentation System for Handling Space Omission Problem 

in Urdu Script”, Accepted for Publication in Proceedings of Workshop on South and 
Southeast Asian NLP, Beijing, China.(2010). (See Appendix-2) 

 
3. G. S. Lehal, T. S. Saini and V. S. Kalra, "Urdu to Devnagri Transliteration System", 

Accepted for Presentation at the IEEE International Conference on Information 
Technologies and International Development, London, UK. (2010).  (See 
Appendix-3) 
 

Capacity Building  
 

The researchers involved have developed new skills in the areas of Machine 
Transliteration and building Internet-based systems using Unicode, an industry 
Standard designed to allow text and symbols from all of the writing systems of the 
world. With the progress of this project the researchers are enhancing their skills by: 
 

• Initially the researchers learned Urdu Script in order to work 
•  Enhanced knowledge of  the new Unicode industry standard 
• Application development using Urdu alphabets in Unicode character set 
• Internet based system development using Dot Net Technologies’ Framework 
• Designing and implementing new data structures 
• Designing web applications 
• Developing and accessing Managed and Unmanaged code. 
• Writing applications to work with large data corpus 
• Establishing Language and Script maps    

 
The research centre has increased its capacity in terms of general advancement of 
Urdu and Hindi through developing Unicode based system components.  
By promoting and developing the use of Urdu script we are engaging in development 
of a marginal minority group language. 

Project Management  
 
The project has been effectively supported by the Advanced Centre, with the support 
of the Department of Computer Science and the University as a whole. Overall, since 
funding clearance, the administration has been effective. But the major problem we 
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have faced is staff recruitment. The full time project staff was appointed in August and 
then in November 2009, even though the project had started in March 2009.   
  
The scientific and technical management of the project has been overseen by the 
project leader (Prof. Lehal) and co-coordinator Mr. Tejinder Singh Saini with support 
from Dr Kalra. Technical problems have been resolved through close communication 
and teamwork under Prof Lehal’s leadership. Despite the delay of the full-time data 
entry staff project, the monthly outputs within the constraints previously identified have 
largely been met. Project meetings are held regularly and email communication is 
maintained with the overseas partner. 
 

Project Sustainability 
 
The Advanced Centre for Technical Development of Punjabi Language, Literature & 
Culture (ACTDPL) receives core funding from Punjabi University and therefore 
maintains a core staff of researchers and students, as well as a director. In that regard, 
the project website and the ongoing maintenance and technical modification of the site 
will become the responsibility of the ACTDPL. Any future technical developments and 
enhancements will be made by the centre director in collaboration with other centre 
staff and students, thus ensuring the long-term sustainability of the project.  
 

Impact   
 
Due to the time constraints in handling the linguistic and technical difficulties 
associated with the project, it has not yet gone live as a tool. However, as this will 
resolve a communication problem between millions of people, it is anticipated that it 
will have a wide and long-term impact. 

Overall Assessment  
 
This has been an intellectually challenging project, which has enabled the 
development of new capacities in the centre as well as pushing the boundaries of 
language research in the fields of Hindi and Urdu. The project activities enhanced the 
capabilities of the centre and most importantly enhanced the computational linguistic 
field in South Asian languages.  

Recommendations   
 
Further research in the possibility of machine language translation between Hindi, 
Urdu, and English would be a logical next step to fund. Such project would require 
support from other sources of funding as the amount needed exceeds the maximum 
amount applicable for through the ISIF program.  
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Appendix 
 

A Two Stage Word Segmentation System 
for Handling Space Insertion Problem in 

Urdu Script 
Gurpreet Singh Lehal 

 
Abstract: Hindi and Urdu are variants of the same 
language, but while Hindi is written in the 
Devanagari script from left to right, Urdu is written 
in a script derived from a Persian modification of 
Arabic script written from right to left. To break the 
script barrier an Urdu-Devnagri transliteration 
system has been developed. The transliteration 
system faced many problems related to word 
segmentation of Urdu script, as in many cases space 
is not properly put between Urdu words. Sometimes 
it is deleted resulting in many Urdu words being 
jumbled together, and many other times extra space 
is put in words resulting in over segmentation of that 
word. In this paper, a two-stage system for handling 
the extra space insertion problem in Urdu has been 
presented. In the first stage, Urdu grammar rules 
have been applied, while a statistical based approach 
has been employed in the second stage. For statistical 
analysis, lexical resources from both Urdu and Hindi 
languages, including Urdu and Hindi unigram and 
bigram probabilities have been used. In addition the 
Urdu-Devnagri transliteration module is also 
executed in parallel to aid decision making. The 
system was tested on 1.84 million word Urdu corpus 
and the success rate was 98.57%. This is the first 
time such a system has been developed for Urdu 
script. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ord segmentation is the foremost 
obligatory task in all NLP applications. 

The initial phase of text analysis for any 
language processing task usually involves 
tokenization of the input into words. For 
languages like English, French, and Spanish 
etc. tokenization is considered trivial because 
the white space or punctuation marks between 
words is a good approximation of where a word 
boundary is. Whilst in various Asian languages, 
white spaces are rarely or never used to 
determine the word boundaries, so one must 
resort to higher levels of information such as: 
information of morphology, syntax, and 

statistical analysis to reconstruct the word 
boundary information [1-4].  
 Urdu also suffers from word segmentation 
dilemma, though the problem is not so severe as 
other South Asian languages, since space is 
being used to represent the word boundary. But 
there is no consistency in its usage and a single 
word might have space in between or 
alternatively multiple words are written in 
continuum without any space.  The sequence of 
Urdu words written together without space is 
still readable because of the character joining 
property in Urdu. As for example, consider the 
word cluster انکارکردياہے , which is composed of 
four words ديا , کر ,انکار  and ہے. The Urdu 
readers can very easily segment and read the 
four words separately, but the computer will 
read them as a single word since there is no 
space in between. Similarly, the word cluster 
 ,زور ,پر)is composed of five words پرزوردياگياہے
 which can be easily read as five ,( ہے and گيا ,ديا
separate words by Urdu readers but will be 
considered as a single word by the computer.  
 The second issue in Urdu word segmentation 
is insertion of extra spaces in an Urdu word. 
The space insertion problem usually occurs in 
words with derivational affixes (قصور وار), 
compound words (بول باال), proper nouns ( علی
) and English words ,(گڑھ ٹ فارميپل ) [5]. It was 
also found that many times extra space is 
inserted during typing as in (کو ئی and وير وا ). 
The Urdu reader will automatically join the 
words together and read them perfectly but the 
computer will treat them as different words. 
Both the missing space problem and extra space 
problem in a word have to be resolved before 
the text can be used as input for machine 
translation, machine transliteration, speech 
synthesis etc. 
 Hindi and Urdu are variants of the same 
language characterized by extreme digraphia; 

W 
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Hindi is written in the Devanagari script from 
left to right, Urdu in a script derived from a 
Persian modification of Arabic script written 
from right to left. Hindi and Urdu share 
grammar, morphology, vocabulary, history, 
classical literature etc. Because of their 
identical grammar and nearly identical core 
vocabularies, most linguists do not distinguish 
between Urdu and Hindi as separate languages. 
The difference in the two scripts has created a 
script wedge as the majority of Urdu speakers 
in Pakistan cannot read Devanagri, and 
similarly the majority of Hindi speakers in India 
cannot comprehend Urdu script. To break this 
script barrier an Urdu-Devnagri transliteration 
system has been developed. The transliteration 
system faced many problems related to word 
segmentation of Urdu script as discussed above.  
 In this paper, the extra space problem in Urdu 
words has been discussed in detail. The word 
segmentation module is part of Urdu-Hindi 
transliteration system. Some typical problems 
encountered during transliteration are also 
discussed. Interestingly, the solution presented 
in this paper, mainly uses Hindi lexical 
resources instead of Urdu resources. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first time the extra 
space problem in Urdu has been solved and 
presented. 
 

II. URDU SCRIPT: A BRIEF OVERVIEW 
 Urdu is a Central Indo-Aryan language of the 
Indo-Iranian branch, belonging to the Indo-
European family of languages. It is the national 
language of Pakistan. It is also one of the 22 
scheduled languages of India and is an official 
language of five Indian states.  
 Urdu script has 35 simple consonants, 15 
aspirated consonants, one character for nasal 
sound and 15 diacritical marks. Urdu characters 
change their shapes depending upon 
neighbouring context. But generally they 
acquire one of these four shapes, namely 
isolated, initial, medial and final. Urdu 
characters can be divided into two groups, non-
joiners and joiners. The non-joiners can acquire 
only isolated and final shape and do not join 
with the next character. On contrary joiners can 
acquire all the four shapes and get merged with 
the following character. A group of joiners 
and/or non-joiner joined together form a 
ligature. A word in Urdu is a collection of one 
or more ligatures.  The isolated form of joiners 
and non-joiners is shown in figure1-2. 

 ے و ژ ز ڑ ر ذ ڈ د آ 

Fig. 1  Non-Joiners in Urdu 
 

 ک ق ف غ ع ظ ط ض ص ش س خ ح چ ج ث ٹ ت پ ب
 ه ی ه ن م ل گ

Fig. 2  Joiners in Urdu 
 

 Another unique feature of Urdu is that the 
Urdu words are usually written without short 
vowels or diacritic symbols. Any machine 
transliteration or text to speech synthesis system 
has to automatically guess and insert these 
missing symbols. This is a non-trivial problem 
and requires an indepth statistical analysis [6-
7].  

III NEED 
 As already discussed above, in this paper  a 
solution for deleting the extra space inserted in 
Urdu words has been presented. The extra space 
could be because of conventional way or due to 
typing. It is necessary to delete the extra space 
before the word can be sent for transliteration to 
Devnagri for following reasons: 

(1) If an Urdu word is broken into two words due 
to accidentally inserting space during typing, 
then it will get wrongly transliterated. The 
word broken into two parts is not a big issue 
for Urdu readers and he may still read it as a 
single word, but for the computer it will make 
a lot of difference, especially from 
transliteration point of view. As for example 
consider the words عمر ان and عمران. They 
both look similar but the first word has an 
extra space after the first ligature, which is 
not visible. The two words when 
transliterated are उॆ इन and इमरान. It is 
necessary to understand why the 
transliteration becomes so different. Since in 
Urdu, the diacritic symbols are not put, so the 
transliteration system tries to guess and insert 
the missing diacritic symbols. The system 
generates all word forms by inserting and all 
the combinations where the diacritic symbol 
could be present. The most appropriate word 
is selected as the word with highest frequency 
of occurrence in the Hindi word frequency 
list. Thus in the above example, the word عمر 
has  two equivalent words उमर and  उॆ in 

the Hindi word list and as उॆ  has greater 
frequency of occurrence, so it gets selected. 
Similarly the second word has five equivalent 
words (उन, इन, एन, अन्न and अन) in the 
Hindi word frequency list and the word with 
highest frequency of occurrence (इन) is 
selected. Similarly in case of second word, 
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the best match found is इमरान. We can see 
that insertion of extra space has completely 
changed the word after transliteration. 

(2) Many Urdu words which are written as 
combination of two words, but they are 
written as single word in Hindi. So if the two 
words are as such transliterated to Hindi, then 
they cannot be read properly and in some 
cases their meaning also gets changed. As for 
example, if the Urdu word اروںرشتے د  is as 
such transliterated to Hindi, then it will read 
as िरँते  दारों while it should be written as   

िरँतेदारों. Thus the two Urdu words had to be 
combined before transliteration so that the 
correct Hindi word is generated. Similarly the 
word  آبادحيدر  has to combine before being 
sent to the transliteration module since in that 
case the words will be transliterated as  हैदर 
आबाद , while the word is conventionally 

written as हैदराबाद, which can be generated 
only if the two words are combined. In some 
cases if the two Urdu words are not 
combined, then their meanings get totally 
changed after transliteration, as in case of 
word چکنا چور (completely smashed). If it is 
transliterated as such, then the output is 
िचकना चोर (slippery thief). But if the two 
words are combined and then transliterated, 
then the correct output चकनाचूर is produced. 

 
IV SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 The system architecture is shown in Fig. 3. 
The input is an Urdu word pair and the system 
makes the decision if the two words need to be 
joined before being sent for transliteration.  We 
have a two stage architecture. In the first stage, 
Urdu grammar rules have been applied to 
decide if the adjacent Urdu words have to be 
joined. In case these rules give a definite 
answer, then we stop there only else we move 
to the second stage. In the second stage a hybrid 
approach is employed to incorporate Urdu and 
Devnagri unigram and bigram probabilities to 
make the decision. The two stages are discussed 
in detail in the following section. 
 

 
Fig. 3 System Architecture 

 
V RULE BASED DECISION STAGE 

 In this stage, Urdu grammar rules have been 
used to generate word joining rules which can 
be used to decide if two adjacent words (w1 and 
w2) can be joined. If the rule based analyser is 
confident that the two words can be joined or 
not, then there is no need to go for further 
processing. This saves the next time consuming 
statistical analysis stage. The following rules 
have been developed: 
 A Starting character rule (r1) 
 There are certain characters such as (ء ئ ؤ ◌ً  
 which cannot come at the ,(ۀ and  ں   ٰ◌ ّ◌
beginning of a word. Thus if such character is 
present in w2, then join w1 and w2, so that the 
character goes to a middle position in the word. 
As for example if w1 =  ہوand w2 = ئی, then we 
have to join w1 and w2 to form ہوئی , since w2 
starts with a character which does not come in 
the beginning of a word. 
 
 B.  Ending Character Rule (R2) 
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 Some characters such as ں and ◌ًcome at the 
end of a word only. When any of these 
characters is found, we can safely assume it is 
the end of the word. Thus if w1 ends with any 
of these characters, then do not join w1 and w2, 
since in that case the last character will come in 
middle of the word, which is not allowed. 
 Thus for example, if w1=  ہيں and w2= اور 
then we cannot join w1 and w2, since w1 ends 
the ں, which can only come at end of a word 
and on joining it will come in mid of the word. 
 
 C.  Second Vowel Rule (R3) 
 When a word has two vowels, then the 
second vowel will be preceded with a hamza( 
 Hamza is a place holder between two .(ء
successive vowel sounds. Thus if w1 ends with 
a vowel and w2 starts with a vowel, then we 
cannot join w1 and w2, since there is no hamza 
character between the two.  
Thus for example, if w1= نے and w2= آنا then 
we cannot join since w1 ends with a vowel and 
w2 starts with a vowel and on combining the 
two words, we have two consecutive vowel 
sounds without intermediate hamza character. 
 
 D.  Single Character Rule (r4) 
 If w1 or w2 is single character excepting alif 
madd (آ ), and if w1w2 forms a valid Urdu 
word, then  join the two words. 
 If the rule analyser cannot make any firm 
joining decision, then the two words are passed 
to the statistical analysis stage. During 
experiments, it was found that about 11.7% of 
the words were filtered out in this stage. 
Besides being accurate this saves the processing 
time of the next stage. The remaining 88.3% of 
the words, whose decision could not be made 
are sent to the statistical stage. 
 

VI STATISTICAL STAGE 
 In this stage, the Urdu and Hindi lexical 
resources are used to make the final decision. 
The details of the resources are in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 : DETAILS OF LEXICAL RESOURCES 
Resource Count 
Urdu Word Frequency List 1,21,367 words 
Hindi Word Frequency List 1,59,426 words 
Hindi Word Bigram List  23,82,511 bigrams 

 As already discussed above, there are two 
categories of words, which need to be joined. 
The first category is of Urdu words containing 
an extra space due to typing mistake. The 
second category is the list of Urdu words which 
are conventionally written as two words, but 

which is actually a single word only and as such 
has to be written as a single word in Devnagri. 
 It was also found that frequently during 
typing an extra space was typed, which would 
break the Urdu word into two words. If the 
space is typed after a joiner character, then the 
shape of the word changes, as the joiner 
assumes its final shape, and the typing error can 
be detected. But if the space is typed after a 
non-joiner, then the shape of the Urdu word 
remains same and it is difficult to judge if extra 
space has been inserted, which has actually 
broken the word into two smaller words. 
 As for example, consider the word کر اچی . 
Visually it looks to be a single word, but 
internally it is stored as two words ( کر and اچی 
)since an extra space has been inserted between 
them. Such words need to be joined together, if 
they have to be properly transliterated. To 
detect and join such broken words the Urdu 
frequency list, generated from Urdu corpus, is 
used. If the product of probability of occurrence 
of two adjacent Urdu words is lesser than the 
probability of occurrence of the word formed 
by joining the two, then the two words are 
joined together. Thus in the above example,  
P(کر) = 0.00234, P(اچی) = 0 and 
P(کراچی)=0.000051.  
Since P(کراچی) > P(کر) *P(اچی) , so the two 
words are joined. 
 For the second category of words, the Urdu 
corpus cannot be used to decide if the words 
can be joined, as the joined word may not be 
present in the Urdu corpus, but its equivalent 
form may be present in Devnagri. As for 
example, consider Table2. It contains Urdu 
word pairs, which are present in Urdu corpus, 
but whose combined form is not present in the 
corpus. On the other hand, the transliterated 
version of the combined pair is present in the 
Hindi corpus, implying that the two Urdu words 
have to be joined before being sent for 
transliteration. 

TABLE 2 : URDU WORD PAIRS 
First word Second 

word 
Combined 

  دہشت
दहशत 

  گردی
गद  

 not present in Urdu)  دہشتگردی
Corpus) 
दहशतगद  (present in Hindi 
corpus) 

  کٹھ
कठ 

  پتلی
पतली 

 not present in Urdu) کٹھپتلی
Corpus) 
कठपुतली(present in Hindi 
corpus)   

  سچ
सच 

  مچ
मच    

 not present in Urdu) سچمچ
Corpus) 
सचमुच(present in Hindi 
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corpus)   
 To solve this problem, the individual words 
have to be first transliterated to Hindi and their 
probability of occurrence in Hindi corpus is 
determined. 
 If  the two adjacent Urdu words are 
represented as  u1 and u2. Then u3 = u1.u2 
 Transliterate u1, u2 and u3 to Devnagri and let 
the respective transliterated words be h1, h2 and 
h3. 
 Let P(x) be the probability of occurrence of x 
in the Devnagri corpus. 
 If (P(h3) > P(h1).P(h2)) then the words u1 and 
u2 are joined else not. 
 Thus if for example, the consider the Urdu 
word pair < چور,چکنا  >discussed earlier: 
u1 = چکنا 
u2 = چور  
u3=u1.u2 = چکناچور 
h1 = िचकना   
h2 = चोर   
h3 = चकनाचूर 
P(h1) = 0.00003 
P(h2) = 0.0000017  
P(h3) = 0.000002 
and P(h1).P(h2) = 0.0000000051 
 As  P(h1).P(h2) < P(h3), the two Urdu words 
are joined together resulting in correct Devnagri 
transliteration. 
 It was observed that as the value of P(x) is 
much smaller than 1, so the above expression 
was biased for h3, since the product of P(h1) and 
P(h2) becomes too small. As a result many 
times it gave the decision to join the words even 
though they were not to be joined. 
As for example, consider the Urdu words 
u1 = فن 
u2 = سے   
u3 = u1.u2 = فنسے  
h1 = फ़न 

h2 = से 

h3 = फंसे 
P(h1) = 0.0000055 
P(h2) = 0.01372 
P(h3) = 0.0000094 
and P(h1).P(h2) = 0.00000007547 
 Since P(h1).P(h2) < P(h3), the two words are 
joined together, even though they were not 
supposed to be joined. 
 To take care of such cases, an additional 
lexical resource, bigram list of Hindi words 
generated from Hindi corpus, is used. First the 
bigram pair <h1, h2> is searched in the Hindi 

bigram list. If the bigram is present, then the 
corresponding Urdu words are not joined. Thus 
in the above example, it was found that the 
Hindi pair < फ़न ,से > was present in the 
bigram list and so the corresponding Urdu word 
pair <سے , فن > was not joined. 

 
VII  EXPERIMENTS 

 The system was tested on an Urdu corpus 
containing 1,784,995 words. The system 
detected that around 2.49% (44,576) of Urdu 
word pairs needed to be joined before being 
sent for transliteration. The decision was correct 
in 98.57% of cases. As a sample, in table 3, 
consider a list of Urdu word pairs, which were 
joined and also the equivalent Devnagri 
transliteration, which was greatly improved 
once the Urdu words were joined.  The failure 
case was when the joined word had a very high 
probability of occurrence and the bigram pair of 
the individual words was not present in the 
bigram list. As an example, the words  مين and 
 were not to be joined but our system gave نے
the decision that the words had to be joined, 
since P(मैंने) is much higher than P(मैन).P(ने) 

and the bigram string <मैन, ने > is not present 
in the bigram list. The system also fails if a 
word is broken into more than two words as for 
example, the word  बे रोज़) روز گاریے، ب

गारी ) is split in three words. 
TABLE 3 : URDU WORD PAIRS CORRECTLY JOINED 

Urdu word pair Transliteration before 
joining 

Transliteration 
after joining 

 इन िपट इनपुट    ان پٹ
ياکيلی فورن   कीली फ़ोरिनया कैलीफ़ोिनर्या 
 पर उमड िपरािमड    پر امڈ
इंटर वेव इंटर  انٹر ويو यू 
 जान बोझ जानबूझ  جان بوجھ
 अमर तसर अमतृसर  امر تسر
हो न    ہو نگے गे होंगे 
 सहो अग सहवाग  سہو اگ
उतर अखंड उ  اتر اکھنڈ राखंड 
 शेख़ चली शेख़िचल्ली  شيخ چلی
 िजया पदार् जयाूदा جيا پردا

 
VIII  CONCLUSIONS 

 This paper presents a two-stage system for 
detecting the extra space problem in Urdu word 
segmentation. In the first stage, Urdu grammar 
rules have been applied to decide if the adjacent 
Urdu words have to be joined. In case these 
rules give a definite answer, then the system 
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stops at that stage only. A hybrid approach is 
employed in the second stage to incorporate 
Urdu and Devnagri unigram and bigram 
probabilities to make the decision. The system 
was tested on 1.84 million word Urdu corpus 
and the success rate was 98.57%. This is the 
first time, that such type of system has been 
developed for the solving the extra space 
problem in Urdu. 
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Abstract 

Word Segmentation is the foremost 
obligatory task in almost all the NLP 
applications, where the initial phase 
requires tokenization of input into 
words. Like other Asian languages such 
as Chinese, Thai and Myanmar, Urdu 
also faces word segmentation 
challenges. Though the Urdu word 
segmentation problem is as severe as 
the other Asian language, since space is 
used for word delimitation, but the 
space is not consistently used, which 
gives rise to both space omission and 
space insertion errors in Urdu. In this 
paper we present a word segmentation 
system for handling space omission 
problem in Urdu script with application 
to Urdu-Devnagri Transliteration 
system. Instead of using manually 
segmented monolingual corpora to train 
segmenters, we make use of bilingual 
corpora and statistical word 
disambiguation  techniques. Though 
our approach is adapted for the specific 
transliteration task at hand by taking 
the corresponding target (Hindi) 
language into account, the techniques 
suggested can  be adapted to  
independently solve the space omission 
Urdu word segmentation problems. The 
two major components of our system 
are : identification of merged words for 
segmentation and proper segmentation 
of the merged words. The system was 
tested on 1.61 million word Urdu test 
data. The recall and precision for the 
merged word recognition 
component were found to be  
99.29% and 99.38% 

respectively.The words are correctly 
segmented with 99.15% accuracy. 

1 Introduction 

Word segmentation is the foremost 
obligatory task in all NLP application, 
where the initial phase requires 
tokenization of input into words.  For 
languages like English, French and Spanish 
etc. tokenization is considered trivial 
because the white space or punctuation 
marks between words is a good 
approximation of where a word boundary 
is. Whilst in various Asian languages such 
as Chinese, Thai and Myanmar, white 
spaces is rarely or never used to determine 
the word boundaries, so one must resort to 
higher levels of information such as: 
information of morphology, syntax and 
statistical analysis to reconstruct the word 
boundary information (Papageorgiou, 
1994; Nie et al,  1995;  Wang et al,  2000;  
Xu et al, 2005). 
 Though the Urdu word segmentation 
problem is not as severe as some of the  
other Asian language, since space is used 
for word delimitation, but the space is not 
consistently used, which gives rise to both 
space omission and space insertion errors 
in Urdu. Durrani(2007) and Durrani and 
Hussain(2010) have discussed in detail the 
various Urdu word segmentation issues 
while Jawaid amd Ahmed(2009) have 
discussed the Hindi-Urdu transliteration 
issues. A word segmentation system for 
handling space insertion problem in Urdu 
script has been presented by Lehal(2009).  

Hindi and Urdu are variants of the same 
language characterized by extreme 
digraphia: Hindi is written in the 
Devanagari script from left to right, Urdu 
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in a script derived from a Persian 
modification of Arabic script written from 
right to left. Hindi and Urdu share 
grammar, morphology, vocabulary, history, 
classical literature etc. Because of their 
identical grammar and nearly identical core 
vocabularies, most linguists do not 
distinguish between Urdu and Hindi as 
separate languages. The difference in the 
two scripts has created a script wedge as 
majority of Urdu speaking people in 
Pakistan cannot read Devnagri, and 
similarly the majority of Hindi speaking 
people in India cannot comprehend Urdu 
script. To break this script barrier an Urdu-
Devnagri transliteration system has been 
developed. The transliteration system faced 
many problems related to word 
segmentation of Urdu script as discussed 
above.  

In this paper we present a word 
segmentation system for handling space 
omission problem in Urdu script with 
application to Urdu-Devnagri 
Transliteration system. Instead of using 
manually segmented monolingual corpora 
to train segmenters, we make use of 
bilingual corpora and statistical word 
disambiguation  techniques. Though our 
approach is adapted for the specific 
transliteration task at hand by taking the 
corresponding target (Hindi) language into 
account, the techniques suggested can be 
adapted to independently solve the space 
omission Urdu word segmentation 
problems. 
 

2 Urdu script: a brief overview 

Urdu is a Central Indo-Aryan language of 
the Indo-Iranian branch, belonging to the 
Indo-European family of languages. It is 
the national language of Pakistan. It is also 
one of the 22 scheduled languages of India 
and is an official language of five Indian 
states.  

Urdu script has 35 simple consonants, 15 
aspirated consonants, one character for 
nasal sound and 15 diacritical marks. Urdu 
characters change their shapes depending 

upon neighboring context. But generally 
they acquire one of these four shapes, 
namely isolated, initial, medial and final. 
Urdu characters can be divided into two 
groups, non-joiners and joiners. The non-
joiners can acquire only isolated and final 
shape and do not join with the next 
character. On contrary joiners can acquire 
all the four shapes and get merged with the 
following character. A group of joiners 
and/or non-joiner joined  together form a 
ligature. A word in Urdu is a collection of 
one or more ligatures.  The isolated form of 
joiners and non-joiners is shown in figures 
1-2. 

 ے و ژ ز ڑ ر ذ ڈ د آا 
Figure 1.  Non-Joiners in Urdu 

 ف غ ع ظ ط ض ص ش س خ ح چ ج ث ٹ ت پ ب
 ه ی ه ن م ل گ ک ق

Figure 2.  Joiners in Urdu 

The space character is used in Urdu both 
to generate correct shaping and also to 
separate words. Though for words ending 
with non-joiners correct shaping is 
generated even when space is not typed and 
thus, many times a user omits the space. 
The sequence of Urdu words written 
together without space is still readable 
because of the character joining property in 
Urdu. As for example, consider the word 
cluster انکارکردياہے , which is composed of 
four words ديا , کر ,انکار  and ہے. The Urdu 
readers can very easily segment and read 
the four words separately, but the computer 
will read them as a single word since there 
is no space in between. Similarly, the word 
cluster پرزوردياگياہے is composed of five 
words(گيا ,ديا ,زور ,پر and ہے ), which can be 
easily read as five separate words by Urdu 
readers but will be considered as a single 
word by the computer.  

Another unique feature of Urdu is that 
the Urdu words are usually written without 
short vowels or diacritic symbols. Any 
machine transliteration or text to speech 
synthesis system has to automatically guess 
and insert these missing symbols. This is a 
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non-trivial problem and requires an indepth 
statistical analysis.  

An Urdu word is a combination of 
ligatures (characters which join together) 
and isolated characters. For example انکار  
is composed of isolated characters ا and ر 
and ligature  نکا . A ligature or isolated 
character will be called as Urdu character 
cluster (UCC) in this paper. A Urdu word is 
thus a combination of UCCs . As for 
example, the word انکار  is composed of 
three UCCs نکا , ا and ر . We borrow the 
term, Orthographic Word used by Durrani 
and Hussain(2010) to define our 
segmentation process. An Orthographic 
Word (OW) is a combination of  UCCs 
separated by spaces or punctuation marks. 
An OW may contain single or multiple 
Urdu words. Our task is to identify if an 
OW contains multiple words and in that 
case properly segment the words. 

As for example, consider the sentence: 
ميزبان ٹيم کی جانب سے رام نريش نے 
 ہيروکاکرداراداکيا

It contains nine OWs 
 ميزبان .1
 ٹيم .2
 کی .3
 جانب .4
ےس .5  
 رام .6
 نريش .7
 نے .8
 ہيروکاکرداراداکيا .9
The first eight OWs contain single Urdu 

words, while the last OW contains 5 Urdu 
words(ادا ,کردار ,کا ,ہيرو and کيا)  

3 Segmentation Model for Urdu 

There are three major issues in the 
automatic Urdu word segmentation. The 
first problem is to decide if the 
orthographic word represents a single word 
or a multiple word cluster. The second is 
the ambiguity issue. Since a word cluster 
can be segmented into words in multiple 
ways, the correct word boundary detection 
becomes a challenge. As for example the 
OW  گياناسے  can be segmented as گيان + 
 The third problem is .سے + نا + گيا or اسے

the segmentation of unknown word. 
Unknown word refers to word that does not 
exist in the dictionary or corpus. Unknown 
words can be categorized into the different 
types such as error words, abbreviation, 
proper names, derived words, foreign 
words, compounds etc. The unknown word 
causes segmentation error since the word 
does not exist in the dictionary, it could be 
incorrectly segmented into shorter words. 
For example, the word, رميٹالوجیڈ   , which 
is a foreign word, gets segmented into four 
words (لو , ميٹا , ڈر and جی ) after dictionary 
look-up as the word ڈرميٹالوجی is not present 
in the corpus.  
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 3. 

 Figure 3.  System Architecture 

The input is an Urdu Orthographic Word 
and the system first makes the decision if 
the OW conatins single or multiple Urdu 
words. In case the OW conatins multiple 
words, the individual Urdu words are 
extracted from the OW. These different 
stages are discussed in detail in following 
sections. As can be seen from the figure, at 
each stage we make use of lexical resources 
both from Urdu and Hindi languages. The 
details of the resources used are in Table 1. 

Table 1. Lexical resources used in system 
Resource Count 
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Urdu Word Frequency 
List 
 

1,21,367 words 

Hindi Word Frequency 
List 
 

1,59,426 words 

Hindi Word Bigram 
List  

23,82,511 
bigrams 
 

  
4 Decision Stage 
 
In the decision stage, the system decides if 
the OW containis single or multiple Urdu 
words.  It could so happen that the OW 
contains single word only and we may 
break up into smaller words. The decision 
is based on statistical language models of 
Urdu and Hindi, as well as 
Urdu/English/Hindi Morphological rules. 
To decide if the word cluster is containing 
multiple words, we first search for OW in 
the Urdu word list. If it is found then it 
means that the OW is a valid Urdu word 
and does not need any further segmentation 
and quit over there.  

It could happen that the OW could be an 
inflection, whose root form maybe present 
in the Urdu word list. Even though the 
Urdu word list contains inflected forms, but 
for many words all the inflections may not 
be present. This problem is more 
pronounced for English terms, which have 
become part of Urdu language. For such 
words, the inflections could follow both 
rules of English and Urdu. For example 
plural of يونيورسٹی (university) could be 
both universitiyan يونيورسٹياں as well as 
universities يونيورسٹيز. The first form 
follows the Urdu infection rules while the 
second form follows the English inflection 
rules. Similarly we found both the Urdu 
and English inflections for the English 
word secretary in Urdu  text ( ٹريوںيسيکر  and 

ٹريزيسيکر ) . Thus if the OW is not found in 
the Urdu word list, we use both Urdu and 
English morphological rules to generate its 
root form and search for the root form in 
the Urdu word list. If the root form is 

found, we assume the word to be a valid 
Urdu word and quit there.  

It is widely reported in word 
segmentation papers, that the greatest 
barrier to accurate word Segmentation is in 
recognizing words that are not in the 
lexicon of the segmenter. Thus if a word or 
its root form is not present in the Urdu 
word list it will be wrongly presumed to be 
a multi word cluster. To alleviate this 
problem, the Urdu corpus has been 
supplemented with Hindi corpus, which has 
helped in increasing the word segmentation 
as well as multi-word recognition accuracy. 
It was found many times that the Urdu 
word may be a proper noun, foreign word 
or some valid out of vocabulary word, 
which is not present in Urdu corpus but 
present in the Hindi word list. Another 
advantage of checking in the Hindi corpus 
is that many of the Hindi words, which are 
written as single word are usually written 
as two words in Urdu. For example, کرےگا 
(करेगा), کھيلتے (खेलते), ايمانداری (ईमानदारी), 

رمينيئچ  (चेयरमैन) etc. These Urdu words 
are many times written as a single word 
and in that case if passed to Hindi word list 
would still report as correct. For checking 
the OW in Hindi word list, we first 
transliterate it to Hindi and then search for 
it in the Hindi wordlist. If the transliterated 
word is found, then the OW is not 
considered for segmentation. Like Urdu, it 
may also happen that the root word of OW 
may be present in the Hindi word list. So 
like Urdu, we use we use both Urdu and 
English morphological rules to generate the 
its root form and search for the root form in 
the Hindi word list. If the root form is 
found, we assume the word to be a valid 
Urdu word and quit there. If the OW passes 
all the above stages, then it is considered a 
candidate for segmentation. 
The steps in brief are : 

• Search for OW in Urdu List. If OW 
is present in the list then quit. 
example : مطابق 

• Determine the root form of OW 
using Urdu Morphological rules 
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and search for the root form in 
Urdu List. If found then quit. 
example : ٹريوںيسيکر  

• Determine the root form of OW 
using English Morphological rules 
and search for the root form in 
Urdu List. If found then quit. 
example : ٹورنامنٹس 

• Let HW = Transliteration of OW in 
Hindi. Search for HW in the Hindi 
Word List. If HW is present in the 
list then quit. example : ايمانداری 

• Determine the root form of HW 
using Hindi Morphological rules 
and search for the root form in the 
Hindi List. If found then quit.  
example : چيئرمينوں 

• Determine the root form of HW 
using English Morphological rules 
and search for the root form in the 
Hindi List. If found then quit. 
example : ہولڈرز 

• Go to the segmentation stage. 
example : تھااس 

5 Segmenting the Orthographic 
Word 

The Urdu orthographic word is next broken 
into Urdu Character Combinations (UCC) 
using Urdu orthographic rules. Unlike word 
segmentation that is a difficult task, 
segmenting a text into UCCs is easily 
achieved by applying the set of rules. These 
adjacent CCs are then combined to form a 
sequence of Urdu words. We need to list all 
possible segmentations and design a 
strategy to select the most probable correct 
segmentation from them. 

As for example, consider the OW توجواب: 
It is segmented into four UCCs : ا .جو ,تو 
and ب . The adjacent clusters can be 
combined to form 6 word segmentations: 

 جواب + تو •
 اب + توجو •
 ب + توجوا •
 اب + جو + تو •
 ب  + ا +  توجو •
 ب + ا + جو + تو •

5.1 Longest Matching  

The method scans an input sentence from 
left to right, and select the longest match 
with a dictionary entry at each point. In 
case that the selected match cannot lead the 
algorithm to find the rest of the words in 
the sentence, the algorithm will backtrack 
to find the next longest one and continue 
finding the rest and so on. This algorithm 
fails to find the correct segmentation in 
many cases because of its greedy 
characteristic. 

5.2 Maximum Matching  

This method first generates all possible 
segmentations for a sentence and then 
selects the one that contain the fewest 
words, which can be done efficiently by 
using dynamic programming technique. 
When the alternatives have the same 
number of words, the algorithm cannot 
determine the best candidate and some 
other heuristics have to be applied.  

We tried both longest matching and 
maximum matching and the smallest unit 
taken for combining is UCC. But we found 
shortcomings in both the matchings. For 
example the OW کرارہاہے gets segmented 
as ہے+ہا +کرار using longest matching, 
while it should be ہے+رہا+کرا . Similarly the 
OW بروزاتوارکودن gets segmented as 
 using maximum matching کودن+اتوار+بروز
while it should be دن+کو+اتوار+بروز.  

Thus we see that both longest string 
match and smallest words fail sometimes. 
If these algorithms are supplemented by 
statistical information such as frequency 
analysis and n-grams then these failures 
can be avoided. So in our present work, we 
apply maximal matching algorithm along 
with these statistics. Initially we used 
unigram frequency of occurence for 
deciding the best word combination. Each 
Urdu word in the combination is formed by 
joining adjacent UCCs. In each of the 
combination, we first convert each of the 
Urdu word to Hindi. The combination with 
highest combined product of the unigram 
frequency of occurrences is finally 
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selected. Thus in the above example, the 
OW توجواب: will be segmented as جواب + تو, 
as shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2.  Product of Frequency of 
Occurrence 
Urdu 
Combination 

Hindi 
Combination 
(Frequency 
of 
occurrence) 

Frequency 
Product 

  تو
 جواب
 

तो   
(0.005161) 
जवाब   
(0.00026) 

1.34221E-
06 
 

  توجو
 اب

तोजो   
(4.16E-07) 
अब   
(0.001623) 

6.75557E-
10 
 

  توجوا
 ب

तोजवा   (0) 

ब   (4.48E-
05) 

0 

  تو
  جو
 اب

तो   
(0.005161) 
जो   
(0.002602) 
अब   
(0.001623) 

2.18028E-
08 
 

 توجو
  ا
 ب

तोजो   
(4.16E-07) 
अ   (3.6E-05) 

ब   (4.48E-
05) 

6.69866E-
16 
 

 تو
  جو
  ا
 ب

तो   
(0.005161) 
जो   
(0.002602) 
अ   (3.6E-05) 

ब   (4.48E-
05) 

2.16191E-
14 
 

It is interesting to see that for segmentation 
of Urdu words, we used Hindi language 
statistical analysis instead of Urdu language 

statisical analysis. Since the current system 
is part of Urdu-Hindi transliteration system, 
we prefer the output to be segmenetd 
according to Hindi rules. There are many 
words which are otherwise joined in Hindi 
but written as separate words in Urdu. So if 
we use the Urdu language modelling for 
segmentation, the word gets broken. Some 
of the examples are: 
 is written as combination of two اغواکار
words کار +اغوا in Urdu but its equivalent 
Hindi word अग़वाकार is written as a single 
word. Similarly, in Hindi text the verbs are 
concatenated with the future auxiliaries 
“gaa”, “gii” and “ge”, while they are 
written separately in Urdu. Thus گے+ کرين 
are written separately, but their equivalent 
Hindi form करेंगे is written as single word. 
So the advantage of using Hindi training 
data is that the words get segemnted 
according to the desired Hindi rules. 
Another problem with Urdu tarining data 
was that  the Urdu training itself contains 
merged words. So the words had to be 
manually separted, though fortunately the 
Urdu corpus compiled by CRULP 
(www.crulp.org) has been quite clean, but 
many words were missing particularly 
English ones. Another problem is that the 
words are broken even in the cleaned Urdu 
corpus. On the other hand when we used 
the Hindi training data for word 
segemnetation, the problems of merged or 
broken words in the tarining text were not 
encountered. Also the Hindi corpus 
compiled by us had much larger vocabulary 
coverage, while the Urdu corpus we used 
for training prurpose had many common 
words such as  جيکسن ,گاندھی  , خطرے ,اوباما 
etc. missing. Thus the word segmentation 
algorithm which used the Hindi training set 
had much better segmentation acuuracy as 
compared to the Urdu training set. 

We observed that though the above scheme 
worked fine in majority of the cases, but in 
a few cases it failed to segment properly as 
it did not take care of the context or 
adjacent words. As for example consider 
the OW : مردياعورت. It contains six CCs: مر, 
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 The word combination .ت and ر ,عو ,يا ,د
selecetd by above methodoloy is : 

 though the correct , عورت + ديا + مر
combination is عورت + يا + مرد. It was 
observed that as we did not take care about 
adjacent words, thus wrong combination 
was selected. If the bigram information is 
added, then such problems were reduced.  

We thus use both unigram and bigram 
frequency analysis for deciding the best 
word combination. Each Urdu word in the 
combination is formed by joining adjacent 
UCCs. In each of the combination, we first 
convert each of the Urdu word to Hindi. 
Next we find the unigram and bigram 
frequency of occurence of each Hindi word 
and Hindi word pair in the combination. 
The bigram frequencies are normalised to 
avoid multiplication by zero. The 
combination with highest combined 
product of the unigram and bigram 
frequencies of occurrences is finally 
selected.  Using this methodoly we were 
able to generate the sequence ombination is 
 .in above example عورت + يا + مرد

As we are using Hindi training data, it 
was observed that sometimes we had 
merged words which did not had equivalent 
transliterated words in our Hindi frequency 
list. As example, the OW ترازابليس had to be 
segmented as ابليس + تراز, but the equivalent 
transliterated Hindi terms of تراز and ابليس, 
were not found in the Hindi frequency list. 
As a result, the OW is not segmented. To 
take care of such situations, if we cannot 
segment using the Hindi frequency list, our 
system then goes for maximal matching 
using the Urdu training data. Thus in above 
example, after search fails in Hindi training 
set, the system searches for the minimum 
word combination and on finding the above 
two words in the Urdu training set 
segemnets the OW into these words. 

6 Over Segmentation 

For wrongly spelled or OOV (out of 
vocabulary) Urdu words, the system may 
forcibly break the word into smaller words. 
As for example, our system forcibly broke 

the OW گردوہر into ہر+ دو + گر . This 
problem proved difficult to tackle, though 
we were able to partially solve it. It was 
found that usually the OOV words were 
broken into small unrelated words. So we 
put the condition on the system to accept 
only those word segments which contained 
at least one word of length greater than 
three or at least one bigram pair was 
present in the Hindi bigram list. The 
presence of at least one bigram pair ensured 
that all the words were not unrelated. Thus 
in the above example, the OW gets split 
into three words, all of length two. These 
words when transliterated to Hindi get 
converted to िगर + दो + हर. On searching 
the bigram list, it was found that neither of 
the bigram pair < िगर, दो >  and < दो , हर 
> was present and thus this word 
segmentation was rejected. 

7 Experiments 

We tested our system on a test data of 
16,13,991 Urdu words. In the decision 
stage, it was found that 1,16,078  words, 
which make  7.19%  of original text were 
not found in the Urdu corpus. After 
morphological analysis of these words, 
2851 Urdu words were further removed. 
After converting the remaining Urdu words 
to Hindi and checking them in Hindi 
corpus, only 35,226 words were left which 
were not present in Hindi corpus. Therefore 
from original 16,13,991 only 35,226 
(2.19%)  were passed onto segmentation 
stage for checking for merged words. 

In the segmentation stage it was found 
that out of 35,226 words, 24,001 words 
(68.13%) had merged words. The number 
of merged words varied from 2 to 6. Table 
3 show the frequency of number of merged 
words found in word clusters. As can be 
seen from the table 96.71% of merged 
word clusters had two merged words.  

Table 3. Frequency of Merged Words 
Number of 

merged words 
Frequency 
Precentage 
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2 96.71% 
3 2.99% 
4 0.25% 
5 0.037% 
6 0.004% 

 The recall and precision for the 
decision stage, which decides if the OW 
needs to be segmented, were found to be  
99.29% and 99.38% respectively. 
The word segmentation algorithm was able 
to correctly segment the words with 
99.15% accuracy. 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented a system 
for solving the space omission problem in 
Urdu text. This system is part of the larger 
system designed for transliteration of Urdu 
text to Hindi. We have combined statistical 
language modelling of both Urdu and Hindi 
languages in development of the system. 
This is the first time such a segmentation 
scheme for handling Urdu space omission 
problem has been presented. The word 
segmentation algorithm was able to 
correctly segment the words with 99.15% 
accuracy.  
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Appendix3
  

Urdu to Devnagri Transliteration System 
G. S. Lehal1, T. S. Saini1 and V. S. Kalra2 

 
1Punjabi University Patiala, India 

2Manchester University, UK 

Abstract 
South Asia is one of those unique parts of the 
world where single languages are written in 
different scripts. This is the case for example 
with Urdu and Hindi spoken by more than 600 
million people, but written in India (500 
million) in Devnagri script (a Left to Right 
script) and in Pakistan (80 million), it is written 
in Urdu (a Right to Left script based on Arabic). 
In spoken form Hindi and Urdu are mutually 
comprehensible languages but they are written 
in mutually incomprehensible scripts. This 
research work aims to bring the Urdu and Hindi 
speaking people closer by developing a 
transliteration/translation tool for the two 
languages. Even though the language is same, 
but still developing a high accuracy 
transliteration system is not a trivial job. The 
main challenges, in transliteration from Urdu to 
Devnagri are: 
• Missing diacritic marks in Urdu. In writing 

Urdu users commonly skip the short vowels 
and diacritic marks. This complicates the 
transliteration process, as the missing 
diacritic marks have to be guessed and added 
by the system for correct transliteration. 

• One Urdu character can correspond to 
multiple Devnagri characters. 

• No half characters in Urdu corresponding to 
Devnagri. 

• Multiple Hindi words for an Urdu word. 
• Word segmentation issues in Urdu including 

broken and merged words as frequently Urdu 
words are written without space or extra 
space is inserted between a words. 

• Many combinations of Urdu words are 
written as a multi-word expression in Hindi. 

• Many Urdu words from foreign language 
particularly English are frequently used, for 
which separate dictionaries had to be 
developed.  

To meet these challenges, for the first time a 
hybrid statistical and rule based Urdu-Hindi 
transliteration system has been developed. The 

system makes use of Hindi and Urdu Corpus, 
Hindi word frequency list, bigram and trigram 
tables, Urdu/Hindi/English Morphological 
analysis, Urdu-Hindi character and word lookup 
tables and rule bases for resolving character and 
word ambiguity and handling word 
segmentation problems. The system 
architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The system has 
been tested on more than 150 pages of text 
taken from newspapers and Urdu articles. A 
transliteration accuracy of more than 97.12% 
has been achieved, which to the best of our 
knowledge is the best accuracy achieved so far. 
This transliteration tool will facilitate electronic 
and written communication between people 
living in India and Pakistan. 
 

 
Fig. 1 : System Architecture 
 
In this demo, we demonstrate the online Urdu-
Hindi transliteration system, which can 
transliterate any Urdu text or a complete Urdu 
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website to Devnagri with more than 97% 
accuracy.  

The authors will like to acknowledge the 
support provided by ISIF grants for carrying out 
this research work. 
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Appendix-4 
 

Urdu-Hindi Transliteration/Translation using tooltip 
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Figure: The Meaning of Urdu word मनुएज़म is shown as tooltip text. 
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Urdu to Hindi Web Page Transliteration              Appendix-5 
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Figure: BBC Urdu Web Page after Transliteration and with meaning as tooltip 
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 Hindi to Urdu Web Page Transliteration               Appendix-6 
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Figure: BBC Hindi Web Page after Transliteration 
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Appendix-7 
Sentence Aligned 

Urdu-Hindi Parallel Corpus 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  
- <dataroot xmlns:od="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:officedata" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="Demo.xsd" generated="2010-06-
29T17:33:36"> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>1</id>  
  <urdu>ہيلری کلنٹن نئی امريکی وزير خارجہ</urdu>  
  <Hindi>हलेरी िक्लन्टन नई अमरीकी वज़ीर-ए-ख़ारजा</Hindi>  
  <char_u>28</char_u>  
  <char_h>35</char_h>  
  <word_u>6</word_u>  
  <Word_h>5</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>33</len_u>  
  <len_h>39</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>2</id>  
  <urdu> باراک اوبامہ: جتمع کر ديا ہےميں نے تجربے اور نئی سوچ کو م </urdu>  
  <Hindi>मैंने तजुब और नई सोच को मुजतमा कर िदया है: बाराक ओबामा</Hindi>  
  <char_u>45</char_u>  
  <char_h>46</char_h>  
  <word_u>13</word_u>  
  <Word_h>12</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>57</len_u>  
  <len_h>57</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>3</id>  
  <urdu>کی نئی وزير خارجہ نامزد کيا  نو منتخب امريکی صدر باراک اوبامہ نےاپنی سابق حريف ہيلری کلنٹن کو امريکہ

  <urdu/>ہے۔
  <Hindi>नौ मुंतख़ब अमरीकी सदर बाराक ओबामा ने अपनी सािबक़ हरीफ़ हलेरी िक्लन्टन को अमरीका की 

नई वज़ीर-ए-ख़ारजा नामज़द िकया है।</Hindi>  
  <char_u>84</char_u>  
  <char_h>95</char_h>  
  <word_u>20</word_u>  
  <Word_h>20</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>103</len_u>  
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  <len_h>114</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>4</id>  
  <urdu>ر دفاع رابرٹ خارجہ اور موجوده وزي شکاگو ميں ايک پريس کانفرنس کے دوران باراک اوبامہ نے ہيلری کلنٹن کو وزير

  <urdu/>اعالن کيا ہے۔ گيٹس کو ان کے موجوده عہدے پر برقرار رکھنے کا
  <Hindi>िशकागो में एक ूैस कान्६ैं स के दौरान बाराक ओबामा ने हलेरी िक्लन्टन को वज़ीर-ए-ख़ारजा 

और मौजूदा वज़ीर-ए-िदफ़ा राबटर् गैटस को उन के मौजूदा ओहदे पर बरक़रार रखने का ऐलान िकया 
है।</Hindi>  

  <char_u>131</char_u>  
  <char_h>146</char_h>  
  <word_u>33</word_u>  
  <Word_h>31</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>163</len_u>  
  <len_h>176</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>5</id>  
  <urdu>، سابق جنرل جيمز جونز کو نيشنل سکيورٹی  باراک اوبامہ نے ايريزونا کے گورنر جينٹ نيپوليٹانو کو ہوم لينڈ سکيورٹی

  <urdu/>اٹارنی جنرل مقرر کيا گيا ہے۔ کا مشير مقرر کيا ہے جبکہ ايرک ہولڈر کو
  <Hindi>बाराक ओबामा ने ऐरीज़ोना के गवनर्र जैिनट नीपोलीटानो को होमलैंड िःकयोरटी , सािबक़ जनरल 

जेम्ज़ जोनज़ को नैशनल िःकयोरटी का मशुीर मक़ुरर्र िकया है जबिक एिरक होल्डर को अटान  जनरल 
मुक़रर्र िकया गया है।</Hindi>  

  <char_u>142</char_u>  
  <char_h>163</char_h>  
  <word_u>35</word_u>  
  <Word_h>34</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>176</len_u>  
  <len_h>196</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>6</id>  
  <urdu> نئی شروعات فراہم کرنے کی اہل ہے اور   سمجھتے ہيں کہ ان کی موجوده ٹيم امريکہ کو ايکباراک اوبامہ نے کہا کہ وه

  <urdu/>مجتمع کر ديا ہے انہوں نے اپنی ٹيم ميں تجربے اور نئی سوچ کو
  <Hindi>बाराक ओबामा ने कहा िक वो समझते हैं िक इन की मौजूदा टीम अमरीका को एक नई शुरुआत 

फ़राहम करने की अहल है और उन्हों ने अपनी टीम में तजुब और नई सोच को मुजतमा कर िदया 
है</Hindi>  

  <char_u>128</char_u>  
  <char_h>126</char_h>  
  <word_u>38</word_u>  
  <Word_h>38</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
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  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>165</len_u>  
  <len_h>163</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>7</id>  
  <urdu>ہيں۔ باراک اوبامہ اس سے پہلے اپنی مالياتی ٹيم کا اعالن کر چکے</urdu>  
  <Hindi>बाराक ओबामा इस से पहले अपनी मालीयाती टीम का ऐलान कर चुके हैं।</Hindi>  
  <char_u>49</char_u>  
  <char_h>49</char_h>  
  <word_u>13</word_u>  
  <Word_h>13</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>61</len_u>  
  <len_h>61</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>8</id>  
  <urdu>اعالن کر چکے ہيں جو کہ نيويارک ميں  باراک اوبامہ نے وزارت خزانہ کا قلمدان ٹموتھی گائٹنر کے حوالے کرنے کا

  <urdu/>فيڈرل ريزور کے صدر ہيں۔
  <Hindi>बाराक ओबामा ने वज़ारात-ए-ख़ज़ाना का क़लमदान टमोथी गाईटनर के हवाले करने का ऐलान 

कर चुके हैं जो िक न्यूयाकर्  में फैडरल रीज़ोर के सदर हैं।</Hindi>  
  <char_u>102</char_u>  
  <char_h>110</char_h>  
  <word_u>26</word_u>  
  <Word_h>25</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>127</len_u>  
  <len_h>134</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>9</id>  
  <urdu>کيا گيا جو کہ ماضی ميں امريکہ  وائٹ ہاؤس کی قومی اقتصادی کونسل کے سربراه کے طور پر الرنس سمرز کو نامزد

  <urdu/>ہيں۔ کے وزير خزانہ يا ٹريژری سيکرٹری ره چکے
  <Hindi>वाईट हाऊस की क़ौमी इक़ितसादी कौंसल के सरबराह के तौर पर लौरंस समज़र् को नामज़द िकया 

गया जो िक माज़ी में अमरीका के वज़ीर-ए-ख़ज़ाना या टरी री सबैटरी रह चुके हैं।</Hindi>  
  <char_u>115</char_u>  
  <char_h>128</char_h>  
  <word_u>31</word_u>  
  <Word_h>30</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>145</len_u>  
  <len_h>157</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
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  <id>10</id>  
  <urdu>   <urdu/>مقرر کيا جا رہا ہے۔  ليے کرسٹينا رومر کواوبامہ کے اقتصادی مشيروں کی کونسل کی سربراہی کے
  <Hindi>ओबामा के इक़ितसादी मुशीरों की कौंसल की सरबराही के िलए िबःटीना रोमर को मुक़रर्र िकया 

जा रहा है।</Hindi>  
  <char_u>70</char_u>  
  <char_h>79</char_h>  
  <word_u>18</word_u>  
  <Word_h>18</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR1</Table>  
  <len_u>87</len_u>  
  <len_h>96</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>11</id>  
  <urdu>اوباما کس قسم کے صدر ہونگے؟</urdu>  
  <Hindi>ओबामा िकस िकःम के सदर होंगे?</Hindi>  
  <char_u>22</char_u>  
  <char_h>24</char_h>  
  <word_u>6</word_u>  
  <Word_h>6</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR10</Table>  
  <len_u>27</len_u>  
  <len_h>29</len_h>  
  </Demo> 

- <Demo> 
  <id>12</id>  
  <urdu>ِکيون کونولی </urdu>  
  <Hindi>क्यूँ कोनोली</Hindi>  
  <char_u>11</char_u>  
  <char_h>11</char_h>  
  <word_u>2</word_u>  
  <Word_h>2</Word_h>  
  <DB>BBC Urdu-4.mdb</DB>  
  <Table>UR10</Table>  
  <len_u>12</len_u>  
  <len_h>12</len_h>  
  </Demo> 
</dataroot> 
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Statistics  
of  

Sentence Aligned  
Urdu-Hindi Parallel Corpus   

 

SN 
Data File Name 

(.xml) 
Sentence 
Count 

Urdu 
Words 

1 uhcorpus_1m1_new 35671 874940 
2 uhcorpus_1m2_new 44671 932261 
3 uhcorpus_1m3_new 61906 1044036 
4 uhcorpus_1m4_new 59002 985010 
5 uhcorpus_1m5_new 72912 1278434 
6 uhcorpus_1m6_new 79647 1457669 
    
 Total 3,53,809 6,572,350 
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